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Abstract

William Shakespeare is believed to be a significant author in the anonymous play, \textit{The Reign of King Edward III}, published in 1596. However, recently, Thomas Kyd, has been suggested as the primary author. Using a neurolinguistics approach to authorship identification we use a four-feature technique, RPAS, to convert the 19 scenes in \textit{Edward III} into a multi-dimensional vector. Three complementary analytical techniques are applied to cluster the data and reduce single technique bias before an alternate method, seriation, is used to measure the distances between clusters and test the strength of the connections. We find the multivariate techniques robust and able to allocate up to 14 scenes to Thomas Kyd, and further question if scenes long believed to be Shakespeare’s are not his.
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1. Introduction

\textit{The Reign of King Edward III} (\textit{Edward III}) was first published in 1596 and is of uncertain authorship (Slater, 1988). However, it is a new addition to the Shakespeare canon, and even while there is a suggestion that Shakespeare is not the sole author, he is considered to be a significant one (Shakespeare, & Melchiori, 1998). The idea that the work might be Shakespeare's was first suggested by Edward Capell in 1760 (Champion, 1988). Many others have offered their own candidate from the list of popular playwrights of the time since then, including that the 19 scenes within itare all Shakespeare's, but more recently, Brian Vickers, using plagiarism detection software, has suggested that Thomas Kyd is the major author with Shakespeare having a lesser role (Vickers, 2014). Using techniques that have successfully identified the works of William Shakespeare, Christopher Marlowe, and several other Elizabethan playwrights and poets (Kernot, Bossomaier, & Bradbury, 2017a; 2017b), we test the claim that the anonymous play, \textit{Edward III}, was co-written by William Shakespeare and Thomas Kyd.

1.1 An approach

While many text analysis techniques rely on basic statistical correlations, word counts, collocated word groups, or keyword density (Lamb, Paul, & Dredze, 2013; Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007; Matsum & Ishizuka, 2004), Vicker’s approach using trigrams, instances where three consecutive words in a sentence closely match known authored works, is a more recent technique.
In this paper, we employ a new methodology that adopts a multi-faceted approach to text analysis and reveal details about a person's personality; their sense of self, from subtle characteristics hidden in their writing style (Argamon et al., 2009; Iqbal et al., 2013; Northoff et al., 2006). We use four neurolinguistic indicators, known as RPAS (Kernot, Bossomaier, & Bradbury, 2016). They draw on biomarkers for creativity and known psychosis (Rosenstein et al., 2015; Zabelina et al., 2015) to identify characteristics within the Edward III scenes. RPAS is used to create a stylistic signature from a person's writing: Richness (R) (Menhinick, 1964; Tweedie, &Baayen, 1998), the number of unique words used by an author and linked to education and age (Hartshorne & Germine, 2015); Personal Pronouns (P) (Argamon et al., 2003; Kernot, 2016; Pennebaker, 2011; Pennebaker, Mehli, &Niederhoffer, 2003), the pronouns used, closely aligned to self and a person's socially constructed or internal gender style; Referential Activity Power (A) (Bucci, 2002; Bucci&Masket, 2004), based on function words, or word particles derived from clinical depression studies; and Sensory (S) (Kernot, 2013; Lynott, & Connell, 2009; Miller, 1995; van Dantzig et al., 2011; Fernandino et al., 2015), five sensory measures (V-Visual A-Auditory H-Haptic O-Olfactory G-Gustatory) corresponding to the use of the senses.

We use RPAS to create stylistic signatures of the known works of Shakespeare, Kyd, and Marlowe and compare them to the 19 scenes within the Edward III play to suggest the authorship. We also label the four commonly understood scenes attributed to William Shakespeare (scenes 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, and 4.4 which we refer to as chunks 2, 3, 4 and 13). We then analyse and cluster the results to identify the likely authorship of the 19 unknown scenes within Edward III.

2. Methodology

We draw on the June 1999 Project Gutenberg Etext of The Reign of King Edward the Third, attributed in part to William Shakespeare, and the February 2011 Project Gutenberg EBook of The Spanish Tragedy, by Thomas Kyd. While scholars have argued that Shakespeare's writing can be seen in the additional passages of Thomas Kyd's fourth quarto of The Spanish Tragedy (Bruster, 2013), we have used an earlier version, the second quarto printed in 1592 to avoid any influence of Shakespeare in the results. Consideration was given to using additional works from Kyd. Cornelia was discarded because it is a translation of a known earlier work of another author. The anonymous play Soliman and Perseda is now being attributed to Kyd because it is presented as a summarized plot in The Spanish Tragedy, however features within the play have also been attributed to Shakespeare, Marlowe and Kyd (Merriam, 1995) and it too was discarded in favour of The Spanish Tragedy.

We remove all play stage direction and process both files with the Stanford Parts Of Speech Tagger(Toutanova& Manning, 2000). Punctuation is removed and then we aggregate the works by word frequency. The Reign of King Edward the Third is further broken down into segments marked by the 19 scenes. The average scene size is 1035 words (88 – 3720) and the RPAS technique relies on normalizing the results based on sample size. Words as small as a sonnet (91-132 words) have been used successfully with this approach and the upward file size limit has been calculated at 10,000 words (see Kernot, Bossomaier, & Bradbury, 2016).

We use William Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis, and Christopher Marlowe’s Hero and Leander, which are drawn from a pre-processed corpus (Kernot, Bossomaier, & Bradbury, 2016) and originally sourced from the complete works of Shakespeare(Farrow, 1993) and Marlowe(Farey, 2014). We normalise the RPAS Personal Pronouns (P) across the 21,300 words from Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, the 19,600 words in the anonymous Edward III play, and divide them by the 897,000 word corpus of Shakespeare and Marlowe so that all of the Personal Pronoun results are consistent across all tests.
We create a nine-dimensional array from the data using RPAS and apply three complementary techniques to reduce any single bias and determine the possible authorship of the 19 scenes. As a final measure, we then use seriation to visualise the nine-dimensional array as a one-dimensional continuum and get some distance metrics between the clusters, before adding noise to test the strength of the co-located cluster edges.

2.1 Three Complementary Techniques

Apart from examining the individual RPAS values from the 19 Edward III scenes (which includes the Sensory sub-elements VAHOG Visual, Auditory, Haptic, Olfactory, and Gustatory measures), we plot Personal Pronouns(P) against Richness (R) (PtoR), Referential Activity Power (A) to Richness (R) (AtoR), and Sensory Adjectives (S) to Richness (R) (StoR) and examine the clusters that form.

We then use the Vector Space Method (VSM) technique (Koppel, & Winter, 2014; Voorhees, 1998). We conduct pair-wise comparisons of each of the 19 Edward III scenes against Thomas Kyd's work, The Spanish Tragedy and William Shakespeare’s poem Venus and Adonis (each a 38 pair-wise comparison) using both cosine and minmax similarity detection (Koppel & Seidman, 2013), and plot them to examine the clusters.

Extending the cosine and minmax approach of VSM, we then use the imposters method (Seidman, 2013), where we compare work that is not the work of either of the two authors and in this case is used to cluster commonly authored scenes. This method gives surprisingly strong results for the verification problem, even when the documents in question contain no more than 500 words(Koppel & Winter, 2014). We select Christopher Marlowe's poem, Hero and Leander, completed by George Chapman after Marlowe’s death which is very stylistically different to both Kyd and Shakespeare’s work. This technique has been used to separate the different authors in the Elizabethan publication, The Passionate Pilgrim (2017a).

2.2. Seriation

According to Liiv (2010:71) “Seriation is an exploratory combinatorial data analysis technique to reorder objects into a sequence along a one-dimensional continuum so that it best reveals regularity and patterning among the whole series.” Seriation is the process of placing a linear ordering on a set of N multi-dimensional quantities. The total number of possible orderings is N! (factorial). This grows extremely quickly with N. 5! = 120, 10! = 3.6million and 20! = 2.4x10^{18}, or 2.4 billion billion(or quintillion). Thus even for quite small N, we can't calculate the shortest path by calculating all possible paths. We need a heuristic or approximation. Inevitably any given approximation will work better with some data than others. Thus, for a robust estimation of the shortest path it might be necessary to try a range of different estimators and look for consistency among them.

We use the free software environment for statistical computing and graphics, R, and its seriation package (Buchta, Hornik, &Hahsler, 2008), and provide the seriation package with the 9x19 matrix consisting of the nine RPAS values for each of the 19 scenes of Edward III. Using the Euclidean distance option, seriation attempts to minimise the Hamiltonian path length (the Hamiltonian path on a graph is a path which visits all the nodes just once). We evaluated the results of the six Hamiltonian path-length calculations produced by the seriation package (TSP: Travelling Salesperson, Chen: Rank two ellipse Seriation, ARSA: Anti-Robinson Simulated Annealing, HC: Hierarchical Clustering, GW: Hierarchical Clustering (GravaeusWainer heuristic), and OLO: Hierarchical Clustering (Optimal Leaf Ordering)). While seriation gives a one-dimensional continuum, Dendrogram branch and leaf visualization is also provided, and
clusters can be separated by their Hamiltonian path distances (Earle, & Hurley, 2015). We select the technique that provides the shortest Hamiltonian path and introduce noise into the matrix to examine the strength of the connected groups by using the jitter function in R. The function adds random noise to the vector by drawing samples from the uniform distribution of the original data (Stahel & Maechler, 2011).

3. Results

We analyse the 19 Edward III scenes using RPAS and visual indications of the nine variables highlight variation in Richness (R), Personal Pronouns (P) and the five Sensory (S) elements (VAHOG). Discriminating by sensory-based VAHOG measures having zero scores, chunks 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 stand out, and we include chunks 6 and 18 to the list when we consider Richness and Personal Pronouns scores (R > 50 or P > 0).

We conduct visual clustering and plot Personal Pronouns (P) against Richness (R) (PtoR), Referential Activity Power (A) against Richness (R) (AtoR), and Sensory Adjectives (S) against Richness (R) (StoR) and examine the results (see Figure 1(PtoR) and Figure 2 (StoR). AtoR is omitted because it mimics PtoR). PtoR discriminates chunks 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, and 18 by Richness and Personal Pronouns. Of these, chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, 17 have a richer and less feminine internal gendered style (R > 50 and P > 8) while chunks 10, 11, and 18 appear ambiguous. AtoR reinforces the Richness aspects but does not contribute further. StoR supports the PtoR results and discriminates chunks 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 18 by Richness and a wide sensory range. Of these, chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, and 17 have a richer and much wider sensory range (where R > 50), while chunks 10, 12, and 18 appear ambiguous.

The cluster assignment is discretionary, however, through amalgamation these techniques identify two groups (Group 1: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 19 and Group 2: 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18) with some variation in chunks 10, 11, 12, and 18.

3.1 Vector Space Method (VSM)

We create a stylistic signature of Thomas Kyd's play, The Spanish Tragedy using the RPAS method, and compare it to the 19 Edward III scenes using both cosine and minmax similarity detection (38 pair-wise comparisons with nine dimensions). We plot these as an XY Cartesian product in Figure 3 and examine the clusters. We expect Kyd's authored chunks to appear in the upper-right-hand corner, and ones furthest away (bottom-left-hand corner) to be Shakespeare’s works. The similarity plot (Figure 3) highlights two clusters, and we assign Kyd's authorship to one (chunks 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19) and Shakespeare to the other (chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, 17). Chunks 3 and 4 sit outside but also indicate Kyd.

Next, we compare Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis to Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy using both cosine and minmax similarity detection. The similarity between Shakespeare and Kyd’s work is small (cosine 21.96%, minmax 18.29% or ~79.9% dissimilar) so Shakespeare's authored chunks will sit closer to the upper-right-hand corner. The similarity plot (Figure 4) highlights a Shakespeare cluster (chunks 6, 8, 11, 15, 16, 17), and a Kyd cluster (chunks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 12,
Chunks 3 and 10 sit outside and are more like Kyd on the cosine measure and ambiguous on the minmax measure. They also correlate to Figure 3.

**3.2 Imposters method**

We compare Christopher Marlowe's *Hero and Leander* to Thomas Kyd’s *The Spanish Tragedy* using both cosine and minmax. Marlowe’s work is considered an imposter because he is neither Kyd or Shakespeare. The similarity between Marlowe and Kyd’s work is small (cosine 22.096%, minmax 17.48% or ~80.2% dissimilar) so Kyd’s authored chunks will sit furthest from the upper-right-hand corner. The similarity plot (Figure 5) highlights a Shakespeare cluster (chunks 6, 8, 11, 15, 16, 17), and a Kyd cluster (chunks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19). Chunks 3 and 10 sit outside and are more like Kyd on the cosine measure, but ambiguous on the minmax measure.

**3.3 VSM using The Spanish Tragedy Chunks**

There are four commonly accepted scenes attributed to William Shakespeare by scholars (clusters 2, 3, 4, and 13 are red circles in the figures) and in all cases we find they sit inside or close to Kyd’s clusters. We conduct further VSM analysis to counter the commonly held view that these are Shakespeare’s.

We chunk Thomas Kyd's *The Spanish Tragedy* into 25 scenes and conduct pair-wise comparisons of each of them against the four *Edward III* scenes attributed to Shakespeare (100 pair-wise comparisons) using both cosine and minmax similarity detection. We find 13 of the 25 scene chunks clearly identify with Kyd (~52%), which we believe is a relatively high number given the smaller size comparisons.

**3.4 Seriation**

Throughout these different visualization techniques we see variability with chunks 6, 10, 11, and 18, and the four commonly accepted scenes attributed to William Shakespeare (chunks 2, 3, 4, and 13) identify as Kyd, but many of the techniques have been dependent on an arbitrary visual clustering size. Therefore to add further reliability to the results, we cluster the data using seriation.

The R seriation package is fed a 9x19 matrix of the data, and using Euclidean distance we seriate the data to minimize the Hamiltonian path length. Results of the six seriation techniques available highlight that Hierarchical Clustering with Optimal Leaf Ordering (OLO) outperforms the Travelling Salesperson technique (path lengths 140.96 vs. 157.52). The order of the 19 chunks is 8 17 15 16 6 10 9 11 18 19 13 14 12 5 1 2 7 4 3 (see Table 1 for more detail). When we compare the distances between each chunk the ordering sequence is important, but the distance information does not convey much.

**INSERT TABLE 1**

To see how stable the results are, we insert noise into the initial 9x19 RPAS-scenematrix and recalculate the Euclidean distances with various amounts of noise (between 1 – 2000). An examination of the scene chunk order after seriation (see Table 2) highlights the...
susceptibility of chunks 10 and 11 to moderate amounts of noise, and there is some movement of the order of the scene chunks in the middle section with a significant amount of introduced noise. However, we find the Shakespeare chunks (6, 8, 15, 16, 17) do not move, nor do the three chunks commonly attributed to Shakespeare (2, 3, and 4), which remain in a large group with Kyd’s work (chunks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7).

4. Discussion

When we examine the 19 Edward III scenes using RPAS, the Visual, Auditory, Haptic, Olfactory, and Gustatory (VAHOG) Sensory (S) results split the data into two distinct groups (a 57/42% split). The data can also be separated by Richness (R) and Personal Pronouns (P) with similar results. The amalgamation of the PtoR, AtoR, and StoR analysis clusters chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, and 17. These chunks have a richer and much wider sensory range with a lesser feminine style (where R > 50 and P > 8), and it highlights the significance of using Richness, Personal Pronouns, and the Sensory VAHOG variables in RPAS. Chunks 10, 11, 12, and 18 stand out but appear to be ambiguous.

By using VSM we can compare Edward III to a known work of Thomas Kyd, and we assign chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, and 17 to Shakespeare and the rest to Kyd. Using Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis, we again see some further variability in chunk 10 and 11, but overall the chunks are consistent with the previous techniques. These results are reflected in the Imposters Method with VSM using Marlowe’s Hero and Leander. The only change from Shakespeare’s is the order of chunks 6 and 8, and again this reinforces the overall results adding another layer of consistency. Using the imposter method in a study of 42 commonly attributed works of Shakespeare that also included both plays of Thomas Kyd and the Edward III play, Koppel and Winter (2014) findings suggest that Edward III is more similar to Thomas Kyd’s plays than 39 of Shakespeare’s.

We also find all four commonly attributed Shakespeare scenes (chunks 2, 3, 4, and 13) consistently fall inside the Kyd clusters or close to them. Using ‘new-optics’ stylometric measures on Edward III play, Elliot and Valenza (2010) findings suggest that when taken as a group, Shakespeare’s authorship of the four scenes commonly attributed to him are unlikely, a view they say is supported in Marina Tarlinskaja (2006) unpublished article.

When we conducted further VSM analysis by using VSM and chunking Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy into 25 scenes shows close similarities to 52% of Kyd’s work. The results we believe, given the small size of the chunks, would appear to be a relatively high number of similar works and supports the earlier results that their authorship is likely Kyd’s and not Shakespeare’s.

We find the arbitrary nature of the clustering size does influence the reporting to a small degree, and while we believe the cluster sizes reasonable, there has been some minor variability with chunks 6 and 18, but more so with chunks 10 and 11. However, using Seriation, it is clear that chunk 6 is part of the ‘Shakespeare 5’ (sits alongside chunks 8, 15, 16, and 17). Chunks 10, 9, 11, and 18 are the closest chunks to the Shakespeare cluster but are separate from him. By adding a moderate amount of noise to the seriation matrix, we find some variability with chunks 10 and 11. It is possible that they are collaborative scenes containing both the work of Kyd and Shakespeare. However, of the commonly accepted Shakespeare scenes, three of them clustered together (chunks 2, 3, and 4) at the opposite end to the Shakespeare work and no amount of introduced noise moved or separated them from Kyd’s work. Only chunk 13 sits away, and while it is six scenes from the ‘Shakespeare 5’, it is closer to Kyd.

In comparing these results to Vickers’ (2014), we find we agree with nine of the scenes that he has
suggested are Kyd’s, and this analysis suggests that scenes 4.1 (chunk 10) and 4.2 (chunk 11) appear to be Kyd Shakespeare collaborations. We disagree with his analysis of scenes 3.2, 3.4, 4.6, and 4.8 (chunks 6, 8, 15, and 17 from the ‘Shakespeare 5’ cluster). We also suggest that the four scenes commonly attributed to Shakespeare, scenes 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, and 4.4 (chunks 2, 3, 4, and 13) are written by Kyd, although scene 2.1 and to a lesser extent scene 2.2 are more ‘Kyd-like’ and away from the main body of the other Kyd scenes (see Elliot & Valenza, 2010 for similarities to these findings). As we show in Table 3, we agree with Vickers’ conclusion that the majority of the work Edward III was written by Kyd.

Using RPAS, we identify subtle characteristics within Shakespeare that identify him separately to Kyd. Shakespeare uses more unique words and less repetition than Kyd, less feminine personal pronouns and more masculine ones, and overall he used a wider range of visual descriptions, but draws less on sensory characteristics and emotional experiences, and is vaguer and more general than Kyd.

4.1. A Limitation of the overall approach

A limitation of this overall approach is that the results are dependent on the chunking of the data into 19 scenes. Elliot and Valenza (2010) split scene 2.1 into two parts. If these scenes are not the true delineation between the efforts of two authors, then this would skew the results, but at the end of the day, it is difficult to tell what, if any, a split in the scenes may have been. Here we assume that each scene was written by a single author. However, if this were not true then that scene would appear stylistically different from both William Shakespeare and Thomas Kyd’s other works as a third author, and this did not occur, although as we have stated, scene 2.1 and to a lesser extent scene 2.2 were more ‘Kyd-like’ than the other scenes, and there were two works that were similar to both authors (chunks 10 and 11, or scenes 4.1 and 4.2) and they could well be collaborations. In dealing with over 400 years old text, we suggest the exact details and events that led to this fascinating union of work by Thomas Kyd and William Shakespeare may well be lost within the strands of time.

5. Conclusions

In this analysis, the four scenes commonly attributed to Shakespeare identify as Thomas Kyd, but this is not unexpected (see Elliot & Valenza, 2010). However, it seems clear from analysis that Thomas Kyd wrote the majority of the play and William Shakespeare played a lesser role. On the basis of these findings, the collaborative play, The Reign of King Edward III, could well have been written by William Shakespeare and Thomas Kyd.

In examining this multivariate technique, we find the analysis provided a consistent result and therefore the techniques were resilient. The results of seriation were found to be robust to perturbations in the RPAS features and strongly validate the approach to author identification. Significant differentiation was found using RPAS and the neurolinguistics approach of Richness (R), internal or socially constructed, gendered Personal Pronouns (P), Referential Activity power (A), and Sensory Adjectives (S).
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Figure 1: In this Edward III gendered Personal pronouns (P) versus Richness(R) diagram we see chunks 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, and 18 with greater than 50% richness or greater than 0 gendered personal pronouns. Of these, we see the ‘Shakespeare 5’ in the smaller shaded ellipse having higher female gender scores and Richness, while 18, 10, and 11 might be ambiguous. Of note, the four Shakespearian clusters marked with a red circle are those commonly attributed to Shakespeare. Further, the ellipses are our visual clustering assignment.

Figure 2: In this Edward III Sensory Adjectives(S) versus Richness(R) diagram with the VAHOG sensory allocations, we see chunks 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 18 stand out because Richness is greater than 50% or they have a wide sensory range when compared to the shaded circle Kyd chunks. Of these, we see the ‘Shakespeare 5’ (6, 8, 15, 16) having a much wider sensory range with higher Richness, while 18, and 10 might be ambiguous. Of note, the four Shakespearian clusters marked with a red circle are those commonly attributed to Shakespeare. Further, the shaded circle is our visual clustering assignment.
Figure 3: Using the 9-dimensional RPAS vector we compare Thomas Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy to Edward III scene chunks using minmax and cosine similarity detection. We see the extreme values of chunks 3 and 4 (commonly attributed to Shakespeare) and these are clearly Kyd on this metric. The ‘Shakespeare 5’ (chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, 17) appears in the lower cluster. Of note, the four Shakespearian clusters marked with a red circle are those commonly attributed to Shakespeare. Further, the ellipses are our visual clustering assignment.

Figure 4: Using the 9-dimensional RPAS vector we compare William Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis to Edward III scene chunks using minmax and cosine similarity detection. We see the ‘Shakespeare 5’ (chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, 17) appear in the top cluster closest to Shakespeare’s work, but with the inclusion of cluster 11. The cluster in the lower left corner clearly highlights Kyd’s work as different from Shakespeare. Of note, the four Shakespearian clusters marked with a red circle are those commonly attributed to Shakespeare, and none falls close to Shakespeare. Further, the ellipses are our visual clustering assignment.
Figure 5: Using the 9-dimensional RPAS vector we use the Imposter Method and compare Christopher Marlowe's Hero and Leander to Edward III scene chunks using minmax and cosine similarity detection. Marlowe's work is dissimilar to Kyd's, and therefore, the work furthest away from Marlowe's is Kyd's. Logically, if there are only two authors in Edward III, then the work closest to Marlowe must be Shakespeare. We see the 'Shakespeare 5' (chunks 6, 8, 15, 16, 17) appear in the top cluster closest to Marlowe's work, but with the inclusion of cluster 11. Of note, the four Shakespearian clusters marked with a red circle are those commonly attributed to Shakespeare, and they all fall close to Kyd. Further, the ellipses are our visual clustering assignment.

Table 1: The Seriation results of the 19Edward III scenes show that Ordinal Leaf Ordering (OLO) technique provides the shortest Hamiltonian path. The 'Shakespeare 5' appear at the beginning distant from the commonly attributed Shakespeare scenes (marked with *).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLO Order</th>
<th>Chunk</th>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>WS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>WS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>WS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>WS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>WS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>TK*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>TK*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>TK*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: The different OLO seriation results showing changes inorder when noise is added to the RPAS scene matrix. Shakespeare's work sits on the left (chunks 8, 17, 15, 16, 6), while Kyd's scenes sit on the far right with the commonly accepted Shakespeare scenes (5, 1, 2, 7, 4, 3).

Table 3: The 19 scenes of the Edward III play with the Shakespearian scenes are referenced to the 19 chunks. In the third column, the five commonly attributed Shakespeare scenes are shown against those unknown authored scenes. In column four are the results of Brian Vickers' Kyd trigram scene allocation. Column five shows a summary of the results using RPAS.

* Could be a collaboration